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Harley Schlanger: “With
Shultz running the show, ifOf the ‘Governator’
Bush is incapable of
presenting the lines well
enough, of acting the role,Harley Schlanger, the West Coast spokesman for Lyndon
they have SchwarzeneggerLaRouche, gave this presentation to the Schiller Institute/
in the wings.”

ICLC Presidents’ Day weekend conference on Feb. 20.

In the Summer of 2003, a former child actor named Gary
Coleman announced his candidacy for the governor of Cali- And it came on the heels of a massive and highly effective

deployment of the LaRouche Youth Movement on the Westfornia. Within days, he was joined by pornographer Larry
Flynt and more than 130 others, including a former steroid- Coast, the centerpiece of which was a leaflet [shows leaflet

with photos of Schwarzenegger and Adolf Hitler in twin Nazipopping, female-groping body-builder, and Hollywood ac-
tion figure, Arnold Schwarzenegger. salutes]. We distributed over a million copies of this leaflet—

maybe one and a half million—not just in California, butAs became very clear, this was going to be a very different
kind of campaign. nationwide. The “Return of the Beast” with Arnold Schwarze-

negger saluting his hero, Adolf Hitler.Schwarzenegger announced on Aug. 7 that he would
run—not at a press conference, not at a rally, but on the Now, at the time, there were many Democrats who looked

at this and said [voice dropping to a stage whisper], “Look, ITonight Show with Jay Leno. Who could take seriously, as a
possible governor of the largest state, and the largest econ- agree with you! But don’t say this publicly; you’ll hurt your

credibility!” And what we argued to them, was “No, you’reomy, in the United States—an economy, that, if California
were an independent nation would be the fifth or sixth largest hurting your credibility, by not saying it.” And, as I will pres-

ent in these next minutes, we were absolutely right. Lyndonin the world—who could take seriously a cartoonish self-
promoter like Arnold Schwarzenegger? A muscle-bound LaRouche was right. Those people who did not listen to him,

were wrong. And as a result, Arnold Schwarzenegger wasmumbler, best known for growling “I’ll be ba-a-ack!” or
“Hasta la vista, baby!” as governor of a state which had been elected governor of California, on the way to a possible candi-

dacy as President of the United States.plunged into a deep financial crisis by the crooked friends of
Dick Cheney from Enron and the other energy pirates?

On Oct. 4, then-Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche George Shultz: Aging Nazi
There was one group which took the Schwarzeneggerissued a statement to explain the Schwarzenegger phenome-

non, which Lyn had been onto from the very beginning, in- candidacy not as a joke, but took it very seriously, as an
answer to the question: “Is there anyone available to replacecluding at a very powerful and large rally in Burbank, Calif.

on Sept. 11, 2003. But, in this statement, called “Hitler and Gov. Gray Davis, who has the stomach to impose the fascist
austerity policies which will prey upon the poor, the elderly,Schwarzenegger as Beast-Men,” Lyn wrote the following:

“Many Californians and others have found it difficult to ex- the disabled, those unable to defend themselves? Is there
someone out there who can do this?” And the leader of thisplain how and why Hollywood geek-act Arnold Schwarze-

negger could have become so suddenly a prominent contender group is George Shultz: an aging Nazi, who, like Schwarze-
negger, has a hereditary Nazi background, going back to hisin an impromptu race for governor,” LaRouche continued,

“They’ve been caught off-guard by Schwarzenegger, because father, at the famous 120 Broadway office in New York City,
where you had the American faction that worked with Londonthey never really understood how Adolf Hitler came to power

in Germany. They’ve overlooked the fact, that Schwarzeneg- to impose Adolf Hitler in the 1930s in Germany.
Now, Shultz became the co-chairman of Arnie’s councilger was chosen for politics, because he is, in real life, the

unhuman beast-man, whose role has been his most lucrative of economic advisors, and of his campaign. Shultz has a long
history, as one out to destroy the Constitutional republic, thatHollywood screen-role. They do not understand what fascism

really was, and is.” Debra [Freeman] identified as the center feature of our fight:
that we’re defending the very Constitution which Shultz hasThis statement was issued just days before the Recall vote.
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ber of people who have become promi-
nent figures in this period: Ronald
Reagan, for example, who scared a lot
of the Wall Street people, especially
after his 1976 campaign, when he at-
tacked Kissinger repeatedly. Shultz
said, “Don’t worry, Reagan is all right.”

Now, there are some people who are
comparing Arnold Schwarzenegger to
Ronald Reagan. Let me just show you
one of Ronald Reagan’s most famous
screen roles [shows movie poster for
“Bedtime for Bonzo,” featuring Reagan
with a chimpanzee]. That was not a cam-
paign picture of Reagan with his Vice
Presidential running mate, George Bush
Sr.—but rather, his good friend Bonzo,
who probably was one of his economic
advisors before Milton Friedman.Gov. Arnie Schwarzenegger visiting the California Speedway on Feb. 27.

But, there’s a fundamental differ-
ence between Ronald Reagan and

Schwarzenegger, one that we know, because of Reagan’sbeen out to destroy. He’s the most important architect of the
free-trade and privatization policies known today as “global- bringing in Lyndon LaRouche to draft the Strategic Defense

Initiative, which Reagan endorsed on March 23, 1983—overization.” Beginning in his role in the Nixon Administration,
where he was one of the key figures in dismantling the Bretton the objections of Shultz and Kissinger: And that is, that

Reagan’s background was that of Franklin Roosevelt and theWoods system that Franklin Roosevelt had crafted at the end
of the World War II. New Deal; whereas, Schwarzenegger’s background, as

you’re about to see, is Friedrich Nietzsche and Adolf Hitler.On Aug. 15, 1971, Shultz, along with backup from Paul
Volcker and Henry Kissinger—two other people who dislike And that’s a very, very huge difference.

Now, two other people that Shultz vouched for—one wasour Constitutional commitment to defending the general wel-
fare—told a frightened Texas macho, John Connally, then the George W. Bush, who in 1998 was still recovering from his

cocaine problem. Who was pretty much, a mumble-mouthTreasury Secretary, that he had to convince Nixon to end the
Bretton Woods system, which, on Aug. 15, 1971, Nixon did. governor of Texas, who did very little and said very little,

except he jogged a lot. In fact, when Bush first became Presi-This was followed by Shultz’s role at the Azores Conference,
to establish the floating-exchange-rate system, today, in place dent, he told Runner’s World, one of the problems he has, is

that as President he doesn’t get to jog enough. But, in Aprilof the Bretton Woods system, which has put the world on the
brink of a total financial disintegration. 1998, George W. Bush went to Palo Alto, Calif., to a salon

hosted by George Shultz. And afterward, Shultz said, “I thinkNow, Shultz was also one of the godfathers of the Pinochet
regime that Debra had been speaking about. It was his so- this man can be President.” He was asked, what did he like

about Bush? He said, “He has a sense of security about him-called “Chicago Boys,” going back to Milton Friedman, and
the Nazi economic austerity policies of the University of Chi- self.” Well, that sense of security and calm, is sometimes

called “catatonia.” But, it made Bush at least the transitionalcago Economics Department—which, by the way, was cre-
ated in the 1890s to oppose William McKinley’s fight for a figure for what Shultz and others intended.

Now, the third person who was vetted by Shultz, was nonerestoration of the Lincoln tariff. So, the Chicago School goes
back to its founding as an anti-American, pro-free-trade cen- other than Arnold Schwarzenegger. And Shultz determined,

that perhaps Schwarzenegger is the person with the stomachter. It was the Chicago Boys who went in and gave Pinochet
the model, which was nothing but theft, and brutalization, to implement the Nazi policies that Shultz and his friends

intend. Other members of this group include Warren Buffett,carried out under a dictatorship, a military dictatorship, to
loot the pension funds in Chile, which is now the model of who many people think, “Well, Buffett is a sort an iconoclast.

He’s really an interesting guy. He makes a lot of money.”Jose Piñera, and the fascists of the Cato Institute, the Heritage
Foundation, the American Enterprise Institute, and their pa- Buffett is another predator. Another thief. When deregulation

destroyed a number of the utility companies and energy com-thetic little promoters behind President Bush’s imbecilic plan.
But Shultz also served as a talent scout. He vetted a num- panies and pipeline companies in California, Buffett swept in
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to purchase them. And then, backed Schwarzenegger, be- similar kinds of areas, textiles.
And then, in the 1990s, the big gamble, the idea of thecause a key part of Schwarzenegger’s policy, is to revisit the

deregulation that destroyed the state. He took Schwarzeneg- “tech revolution,” that everyone can become rich because of
computers. Computer chips and so-called “information,” theger with him, to meet with Lord Jacob Rothschild and leading

British bankers, in order to assure them, that Schwarzenegger Internet Age. And everyone bought into it. And it became a
gigantic, speculative bubble. As Lyndon LaRouche had fore-would be okay as a future President.

Also in this group, was Dick Cheney. And Enron’s Ken cast in the early 1990s, this bubble collapsed, officially, begin-
ning in March 2000.Lay, because, at the height of the crisis in California,

Schwarzenegger met, at a private meeting in Beverly Hills, The final straw for breaking California, was the deregula-
tion policy. Deregulation, again, Chicago School ortho-with Ken Lay.
doxy—privatization, free trade, and deregulation. Take the
powers of the state to regulate away. Supposedly “big govern-When Goverment Gets It Right

Now, what was the purpose of Shultz in targetting Califor- ment” is the enemy. And the codeword for Franklin Roose-
velt, when you hear Rush Limbaugh and these fools babblenia with a Recall election, and then with the governorship of

Arnold Schwarzenegger? Well, California had been built by on, is “big government.” Or, as one of the leading imbeciles
from this crowd, Phil Gramm, says, “big gu’mint.”the great infrastructure projects. It’s an example of what hap-

pens when government gets it right. When government works And so, they used deregulation to steal whatever else they
could. They drove the prices up of electricity. They bank-with the private sector on infrastructure. This began in the

early 1900s: Los Angeles, as many of you may know, is a rupted the state. It’s estimated, conservatively, that over $70
billion left California during that period, into the black holedesert (It certainly doesn’t seem much like a desert these days,

with the heavy rains we’ve been having!) But, without water, called Enron and the other energy pirates.
And this is what led to the opportunity to change thethis part of California could not survive. And it was the proj-

ects in the beginning of the century, followed up by those government, to bring down the elected Governor of Califor-
nia, Gray Davis, in what was a coup! The Recall election wasof Franklin Roosevelt, which made the state bloom: water

projects, power projects. These were then advanced again, in a coup! And they brought in a lot of coup-koos: the 130 people
[running for governor] to clear the way for someone whothe 1950s, under Pat Brown—the continuation of the New

Deal approach: infrastructure, water, power, satransportation. never could have won an election on his own, in a general
primary: namely, Arnold Schwarzenegger.And also, education. The development of the University

of California system, to provide a skilled, educated work- And so, Gray Davis was defeated, in a great victory for
Arnold Schwarzenegger.force. Pat Brown made an important point—and by the way,

he’s under attack right now. There’s a book that came out that The one bright spot in that campaign, was the role of
Lyndon LaRouche, and the role of the growing LaRouchesaid, he was sort of an amiable guy who had no idea of what

he was doing, who just happened to benefit from the economic Youth Movement in California. And I would say, that it was
where the LaRouche Youth Movement won its spurs for thegrowth in California after World War II. Well, in fact, Pat

Brown made a statement which Shultz disagrees with and first time. The incredible mobilization, early morning to late
night, day after day; the circulation of tens of thousands offights against: Pat Brown said, that we’re going to attract

industry to California, not because of cheap labor and anti- pamphlets; the challenges to Schwarzenegger, everywhere
his people showed up.union policies, but by educating a skilled workforce.

And that was the basis of the growth of California, the so- It didn’t escape the attention of the Democratic Party. And
while the Democratic Party paid lip service to supportingcalled “economic miracle.” From 1945 to the 1960s, Califor-

nia became a major auto producer, with tire and rubber, steel, Davis, a number of them running for President made appear-
ances in California, they showed up, shook some hands, raisedand then aerospace. It was at this time, that the Congress

for Cultural Freedom launched the phony environmentalist some money, and then left town. We stayed there, on the
streets, every single day. Relentless. And this was clearlymovement, which attacked those policies, which attacked the

FDR policies, of economic development as the basis of serv- taken in by the Democratic Party.
And so, our decisive role was seen in two areas, whereing the general welfare. And it was in California, that the

so-called “free-speech movement” began the tree-hugging we were deployed the heaviest. The Bay Area, which as a
Democratic area, might have been won anyway, by Davis,decade, which targetted and attacked that, at precisely the

moment—in 1971—that Shultz went after the Bretton but it was a significant victory in the Bay Area. And Los
Angeles, where it had appeared as though Davis would lose,Woods system.

And so, in the 1980s and ’90s, there were factory shut- we actually defeated the Recall in Los Angeles, where the
LaRouche Youth Movement deployed. And this was con-downs. Agriculture shrank in California. And you had, in-

stead, the growth of cheap labor, in tourism, entertainment, firmed to me by several Democrats, that they realized that it
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The LaRouche Youth
Movement lobbying in
Sacramento, Dec. 7,
2004.

was the role of LaRouche and the LaRouche Youth Move- Now, Nietzsche was a leading opponent of the ideas of
Friedrich Schiller. Nietzsche promoted the Dionysian con-ment, which was decisive in this part of the state.
cept, that is, the orgiastic, writhing, sexually obsessed ap-
proach, which says, “no” to reason, and says there is no higherWhat Is Arnold Schwarzenegger?

Well, this brings us to the question: Who—or what—is purpose in life, therefore, everything is permissible; and di-
vides the population into a handful of masters, and the vastArnold Schwarzenegger? Now, in this case, a little biography

is useful: Schwarzenegger grew up in Austria. His father majority of the rest of the population as slaves. In The Will to
Power, Nietzsche wrote, “I assess the power of the will byjoined the Nazi Party as soon as it was legal in Austria, in

1938, to become an official Nazi. And he served in the SA, how much resistance, pain, torture it endures, and knows how
to turn it” (that is, the pain and so on) “to its advantage.”the most brutal of the units of the Nazis.

After the war, he was a very stern, alcoholic figure, a Now, this is a quote which appears in a number of weight-
lifting manuals. Also, as we saw with “Conan the Barbarian”demanding figure, basically telling Arnold, he’s not good

enough. Schwarzenegger himself was in trouble quite a bit. earlier, the opening of “Conan the Barbarian” includes a quote
from the “Twilight of the Idols,” another piece by Nietzsche:He was not exactly a scholar in school. But he was influenced,

whether through reading, or just through the environment in “What does not destroy me, makes me strong.”
This nihilism, that helped create a Nazi, was there inhis home, by one of the creators of Nazi ideology: Friedrich

Nietzsche. And from this attempt to please his father, Arnold Schwarzenegger. So, it should not be surprising, therefore,
that Hitler was a major influence on young Arnold.Schwarzenegger developed this idea of the Nietzschean “will

to power.” Now, I’ll give you that, in a moment, but I want to make
one other point. Because, some people say, “Well, how badNow, you can ask, “Can the son be held responsible for

the beliefs of the father?” Of course not—unless he adopts could he be? He married into the Kennedy family? Doesn’t
that say—? I mean, isn’t he open to being a Democrat? Isn’tthe father’s outlook. Especially when he is driven by the desire

to gain the father’s acceptance. And this is the case, in Arnold he ‘liberal’ on social matters?” Well, look at the Kennedy
family. And, I’m not talking so much about John Kennedy,Schwarzenegger. He sought approval by becoming physi-

cally strong. And as he became strong, this strengthened his who overcame his upbringing; or perhaps, Robert Kennedy.
But, look at Joe Kennedy, the founder of the dynasty. JoeNietzschean outlook, this “will to power.” That’s the young

Arnold Schwarzenegger [shows photo of Arnold, as a young Kennedy was the ambassador to Great Britain, during the
period leading up to World War II. And during that time, hebody-builder]. You’ll notice, he doesn’t have the obscenely

huge biceps in that picture, but you’ll notice how happy he is associated himself with Lord Beaverbrook and the Cliveden
Set, which was the pro-Hitler faction in Britain. And Joeto get the adoring glances of women.

Now, something that many of you may not know: There is Kennedy was fired by Franklin Roosevelt, for being too much
a spokesman for that group.a whole sub-culture in this body-building, which is essentially

Nietzschean, not just by implication, but explicitly. And this So, Schwarzenegger married into the dynasty. And the
Kennedy family was responsible, to some extent, in the miser-goes back—Nietzsche could be called the “patron saint of

body-builders.” able deployment by the Democratic Party, except for
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Arnie in his earlier
Friedrichincarnation. Said
Nietzsche, patronSchlanger:
saint of the body-“There’s no
builders.steroidal,
Schwarzenegger’sNietzschean,
film “Conan themuscle-bound
Barbarian” quotesfigure, who can
Nietzsche’sstand up to the
“Twilight of theconfidence of an
Gods”: “What doesAmerican
not destroy me,population whose
makes me strong.”commitment to the

Constitution and
the principles of the
Declaration of there was a lot of unity.”
Independence, has

Now, on America, what did Schwarzenegger think?been roused to take
“America! There’s one thing I didn’t like here, and that is,up the battle.”
that people go on their own little trips too much. The unity
isn’t there any more. And I don’t think it’s too much the
people’s fault. I think it’s because we don’t have a strongLaRouche, in the California Recall. In fact, Ted Kennedy’s

often-campaign advisor, Bob Shrum, was working on the leader here.” And then he indicated what he means by a
“strong leader,” again, in this interview with Butler, he says:Schwarzenegger campaign in California.
“To speak to maybe 50,000 people at one time and have them
cheer. Or like Hitler in the Nuremberg Stadium, and have allArnie the Nietzschean

Now, let’s take a look at some comments from Arnold those people scream at you, and just being in total agreement
with whatever you say.”Schwarzenegger, this from a 1977 interview with the film-

maker George Butler, that was cut from the film “Pumping If you listen to those quotes, you would have to conclude,
in Schwarzenegger, George Shultz had found his man, oneIron” but expresses Schwarzenegger’s view. And by the way,

he was not a “young man.” You know, sometimes they say, who would willingly be an American Hitler. Who is, as
LaRouche said, “the kind of Nazi that Schwarzenegger’s“Well these were youthful indiscretions,” like the 60-year-old

Henry Hyde keeping a mistress, while he’s attacking Clinton, father would be proud of.”
The only question then, is, would the people buy it?and saying, “Oh, that was just a youthful indiscretion.” Well,

here’s what Schwarzenegger had to say, and just listen to Would they buy a clowning, wisecracking, muscleman as
governor? Well, this is where you have to get at the questionthese quotes (I’m not going to try and do it with a guttural

German accent, because I want you to hear what I’m saying). of tragedy in the United States, and in this case in particular,
the role of celebrity. Rome had its gladiators, who were ad-Schwarzenegger said: “I admired Hitler, because he came

from being a little man, with almost no formal education, up mired for their strength and their ability to kill. There is a
fascination in the United States with something similar,to power. And I admire him for being such a good public

speaker, and for his way of getting to the people.” whether it’s with pro football (which also, by the way, is
heavily steroidal), whether it’s so-called wrestling, but alsoNow, he later made this comment—this is Schwarzeneg-

ger, again: “We can’t live without authority. Because, I feel the creation of heroes—and Schwarzenegger, as an action
figure and hero.that a certain amount of people who were meant to do this and

control, and a larger amount, like 95% of the people, who we Now, why do people fall for that? This is where you get
to the question of fear, or insecurity, of littleness. And this is,have to tell what to do, and how to keep order. That is why I

am all for it. I feel if you want to create a strong nation, and a in fact, what explains, I think, the election of George Bush.
As Debra said, the role of the church, the so-called fundamen-strong country, you can not let everybody be an individual.

Because everybody has his own opinions, and you can’t just talism—people who are frightened. What’s the phenomenon
of the “red states”? The phenomenon is that people are losingstick together as a strong nation. Then you have to tell people

what to do, and you can’t just let them float away. In Germany, everything: They’re losing their farms, they’re losing their
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jobs, they’re losing their security, they’re losing their pen- “Arnie! Grope Me!” I’m not kidding! We saw this. (Of
course, we had to see it from the outside, because theysions. Many people are living on huge amounts of credit, debt.

They’re one week, maybe, away from complete bankruptcy. wouldn’t let us in.)
And then, Arnold’s final appeal, the proof of his fascistOver one and a half million bankruptcies were filed again last

year, for the third year in a row! populism: “I’m for the people against the special interests.”
Who are the special interests, in Schwarzenegger’s World, inAnd so, when people are insecure, when they’re fright-

ened, they end up responding to the simple appeal, whether Arnie’s World? Teachers. Nurses. People who work two or
three jobs for a living. They’re the special interests. And whoit’s on so-called “values” or whether it’s “we have to stick

with Bush in the middle of war.” And this is what happened are “the people” that he’s defending? Well, he set a record for
first-year fundraising, and he raised over $26 million in hiswith the frightened voters in California: “The Terminator will

protect us!” This idea that their fear, combined with so-called first year in office. And he’s protecting “the people” from the
undeserving, the poor, those who are not capable of defending“charisma” of Schwarzenegger. But, it’s actually fear of the

charisma of the Beast-Man, as Lyndon LaRouche described themselves, protecting people in the financial sector, in real
estate, and in insurance and pharmaceuticals, the entertain-it: That’s what elected Arnold Schwarzenegger, Governor of

California. That, and many millions of dollars from those ment sector, and so on.
So, he’s loaded up the state in debt, created a $9 billionfinancial interests, which want a fascist regime.

shortfall in this year’s budget. And he came up with what
he calls his “four reforms,” and what are these? First, if theThe Recall: ‘Terminating’ Davis

Now, once Schwarzenegger won the Recall, what did he legislature won’t give it to him, he will put a referendum on
the ballot, that will have mandatory budget cuts. That is, whendo? The first thing he did, is, he loaded the state up with debt!

He pushed through a referendum and borrowed $15 billion, the state’s revenue falls below the expenses, mandatory cuts.
And what will be cut? Health care, human services, educa-which increased the total debt of the state by over 50%. And

then he said, “We’re going to cut out waste,” and he set up a tion—he’s already stolen the transportation funds from the
tax on gasoline to pay for the regular deficit. In education,commission to look for waste, and he borrowed one of Jeb

Bush’s people to do it. And she said, “We’re going to root out he’s pushing this fraud called “merit pay,” which means that
teachers who don’t doctor up test scores to pass the statethe waste and the fat in the budget.” If she was looking for fat

in the budget, she probably could have looked at what happens standards will be fired! And they’ll shut down the educa-
tional institutions.to someone after being a body-builder and no longer taking

steroids, and found a lot of fat in the Governor’s office. In- Secondly, redistricting: He’s bringing the horrible idea of
that Texas fascist, Tom DeLay, who the LYM ran a verystead, she looked and looked and looked, and, then they re-

ported, “Well, there’s not really much fat here.” So, what do good campaign against, to redistrict; to supposedly make the
districts more fair, which means, elect more Shultzian Repub-we have to cut?

Well, what Schwarzenegger did in his campaign, was licans.
Now, when it comes to the cuts—I should bring this in—make it clear, that he intended to go after the real sinews, and

tendons, and muscle and bone, in the state budget—not the Schwarzenegger is not naive. He knows what he’s doing.
Because, when he gave his State of the State address lastfat! During his campaign—look at how he ran the campaign:

“I’m going to Terminate Davis!” Think of the very blatant month, he said, “I’m well aware that there are lives behind
these numbers of the cuts. But I have a responsibility to thesymbolism there: the Nuremberg Rallies of the Schwarzeneg-

ger campaign. They were complaining about the car tax going fiscal health of the state.” In other words, a responsibility to
Shultz and the Shultzian fascist financiers, and not to theup, so they would take a new car, and smash it! With wrecking

balls, while a bunch of crazed suburbanites—the SUV Dads, people.
His third proposal was state government reorganization.the Soccer Moms, the NASCAR Red-Neck Dads from the

eastern part of California, cheered wildly, as they watched a And, again, in typical Schwarzenegger rhetoric, he said,
“We’re going to blow up the boxes!” We’re going to get ridcar being smashed! This was the level of California cultural

politics. of 88 regulatory agencies. Well, just two days ago, he quietly
announced, he’s decided not to do that, because of the opposi-So, Schwarzenegger came in, and he said, “I am going

to put the Democrats under control. We’re going to cut tion to it.
And finally, and most important, the privatization of thespending.” He then said, if the legislature—which is almost

two-thirds Democrat, both in the Assembly and the Senate— state pension funds. Now these are called CalPERS, the Public
Employees Retirement System, and CalSTRS, the Teacherif they don’t give me what I want, I’m going to go to the

people. Just as a fascist populist would do. And so, what Retirement System. There is over $360 billion in these funds.
Very well managed, provides a good retirement for peopledid Schwarzenegger do? He would go to the food courts in

shopping malls, so that suburban housewives, on a sugar who serve the state. Schwarzenegger wants to turn them into
individual 401(k) plans to be administered by the financialhigh, would be screaming and holding up signs saying
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who opposed him as “girlie-men.” Kind of a
strange comment from a guy who has been on
steroids most of his life—and you know what
steroids do to men. So, the real “girlie-men”—
well, let’s not follow that too far.

But, he’s using Big Lies. In his State of
the State address, he said, “We’ve stopped the
bleeding!” Actually, the bleeding has in-
creased! There’s hemorrhaging going on in
the state budget, under Arnie! At the Republi-
can Convention last week, he referred to Dem-
ocrats as “evil”! He said, “they’re addicts.”
“They’re on meds,” he said, because they’re
opposing him. So, anyone who opposes
Schwarzenegger, is an “evil-doer.” And you
know that means, in the codeword of the
Bush language.

Now, the other thing is, he’s attacking
even more aggressively, nurses and teachers
as special interests. At a rally, not too long
ago, financed by Citibank, JP Morgan Chase,
Prudential Insurance—in other words, spon-
sored by “the people”—the nurses were there
demonstrating. They were demonstrating, be-
cause he had promised to cut the official
nurse’s patient-load from six patients to one
nurse, to five patients to one nurse. That’s not
a big cut, is it? But, Schwarzenegger rejected
that, after he had promised. And when the
nurses protested, Schwarzenegger said, “Pay
no attention to them. They are a ‘special inter-
est.’ They don’t like me because I kicked their
butts!” The image of the Terminator kicking
the butt of a nurse! Think about that. That’s
what we’re dealing with in the state.

And so, we have with Schwarzenegger, a
drive for fascism.

Now, let me go back to this question of
Nietzsche for a moment. Because, you really
have to understand that this lying mentality, is
something that is natural for him. This is who

The California Nurses Association vows to kick Schwarznegger’s butt, rather than
he is. This is what his whole movie career wasallow him to shut down health care in the state.
built around, creating figures that are fascist
barbarians. That’s who he made himself. In
“Beyond Good and Evil,” you can see in

Nietzsche why he was a mentor to the fascist Leo Strauss, ofinstitutions, as privatized entities—with hidden fees, that will
steal the pension and retirement fund system of the people of the Straussian neo-conservatives of the Bush Administration.

In “Beyond Good and Evil,” he talks about “master morality”the State of California. And this is crucial, for what Wall
Street is intending, through Shultz. and “slave morality,” and he says—this is Nietzsche: “What-

ever a master commands becomes good, because the master
commands it.” (Keep in mind that Leo Strauss favors Thrasy-The Fascist Bully Emerges

Now, in doing this, what we’ve seen, is less of the smiling machus, with the idea of “might makes right,” over Socrates.)
Nietzsche went on to say, “Masters have the right to do what-Schwarzenegger, and more of the real, fascist bully emerging.

We saw it a little bit earlier, when he referred to legislators ever they please. Everything for them is permissible.”
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Now, further, when Schwarzenegger was meeting with Democrat, that we get at least a million of these out in
California, alone!the Sacramento Bee editorial board the other day, he quoted

Nietzsche, and typically, he misquoted him. But, later, he I think that’s a challenge for us.
But, we are now called upon, for the same relentlessnesswent on to use the Nietzschean concept, that the state is the

worst of all monsters, the coldest of monsters. And Schwarze- that we showed during the Recall, the same relentlessness
that we showed during the Presidential campaign, the samenegger said to them—and Nietzsche said that in Thus Spoke

Zarathustra—Schwarzenegger said, “Taking money out of tenacious fight from the Boston Convention at the end of the
July 2004, through the period that Debra described in herthe private sector, is a no-no. We don’t want to feed the mon-

ster. We don’t want to feed the state, the public sector, and presentation, up to the present—we have been relentless in
fighting this fascism.starve the private sector. We want to feed the private sector

and starve the public sector.” So, Schwarzenegger as a classic Now, as a result, the wheels are starting to come off
Arnold’s Hummer. Schwarzenegger went to Washington,Nietzschean, coming out in the open.

Now, one other idea that underlies the Schwarzenegger D.C. this week, and he said, “I will be the Collectinator!” In
other words, collect money for California. And he got there,operation, is this concept of the strong leader, the way Hitler

was known, the Führerprinzip, the “leadership principle.” and he found out, the Republicans are pissed at him! Because
they’re afraid, if he tries to do a Tom DeLay-style redistrictingWhen you hear this quote from Nietzsche—or, this is actually

a quote from William Shirer about Nietzsche’s influence on in California, that Republicans will lose more seats! And so,
he took a shot in chops on that. Then, he put his privatizationthe Nazis—think about not just Schwarzenegger, but also

Bush and our new Attorney General Alberto Gonzales. “The of the pension scheme, in front of his board, the Pension
Trustees—and it was defeated by a 9-2 vote! He was so angry,strong men, the masters, regain the pure conscience of the

beast of prey. When a man is capable of commanding, when he fired four of the people that he had just appointed. And one
of them came out and basically said, “This is fascism.”he is by nature a master, when he is violent in act and gesture,

of what importance are treaties to him?” And there’s new courage from the teachers and the nurses.
And I’ll tell you one thing, if teachers are anything today likeThat’s what we’re dealing with. That’s what we mean

when we say “fascism,” both in terms of the mentality, the they were in my day, if you push them too far, they’ll get up
and kick your butt!question of what the leader is entitled to do, and also, the idea

that the poor are undeserving. They’re weak. They live at the So, Lyndon LaRouche has been right from the beginning
on Schwarzenegger. He’s not simply a geek-act, a clown,pity of the powerful. Bush’s idea of “compassionate conserva-

tism” comes from this, that you have to use the church to an overly-bloated steroidal creature, who married into the
Kennedys. But, he’s a real, hereditary Nazi. And the Demo-shame people who are weak and poor.

The fact that people on mental disabilities are being told crats who rejected this analysis during the campaign are now
coming to realize this. With Shultz running the show, if Bushthey’ll have to work, to get a check. The fact that one of

Schwarzenegger’s cuts, is to take away the insurance for poor is incapable of presenting the lines well enough, of acting the
role, they have Schwarzenegger in the wings. Schwarzeneg-people who have children with permanent or chronic diseases,

such as spina bifida, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis. ger has demonstrated that he does have the stomach to push
for fascism.Without help in an insurance policy, those children die young,

miserable deaths! The state tries to help them—and So, the challenge is up to us, whether we have the courage
to inspire the population to rise up, to first recognize that, asSchwarzenegger is saying, “We’re not going to fund those.

It’s their own problem.” “They shouldn’t”—he didn’t say Franklin Roosevelt said, “You have nothing to fear, but fear
itself.” And there’s reason to fear the future: Because, if wethis, but this is what he’s really saying, “They shouldn’t have

been born weak. Look at me! I built myself up. Anybody don’t act, it will be a future dominated by Schwarzenegger,
under the direction of the Nazis in the financial community,could do that.” And so you see the policy of the “useless

eaters” of the Nazi era. The useless eaters now, are your grand- under George Shultz. So, there is reason to fear. But, what do
you do, when you face what Roosevelt called “unreasoningparents, your sick children, the poor people who live among

us: They are the useless eaters in “Arnie’s World.” fear”? You use reason. And we have, in Lyndon LaRouche,
the leader who can give people that reason, and not cold,And to win this fight, Schwarzenegger intends to raise

$100 million. And so, what we see, is exactly what we sterile reason, but reason with passion. The passion to go out,
and fight to win this war.printed on the new pamphlet [“Bush’s Social Security Fraud:

Stop George Shultz’s Drive Toward Fascism”]. The fat, And in the face of that, there’s no steroidal, Nietzschean,
muscle-bound figure, who can stand up to the confidence of angrinning George Shultz—and by the way, I think this should

be used as a poster for steroid abuse; if you use steroids American population whose commitment to the Constitution
and the principles of the Declaration of Independence, hastoo much, you get an ugly growth that looks like Milton

Friedman, coming out of your hip! This is the cover of our been roused to take up the battle. And that’s the challenge to
us. And I’m confident that we will succeed in that.new pamphlet. And it was recommended to me by a leading
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Jeffrey Steinberg

A Strategic Mission:
Jeffrey Steinberg:Make Bush a Lame Duck
“What we do, in the
immediate days and
weeks ahead, to Bush,Jeffrey Steinberg, a member of the Executive Committee of
to Cheney, to

the International Caucus of Labor Committees and co-editor Schwarzenegger, is
of counterintelligence for EIR, addressed these remarks to going to be politically

decisive.”the Schiller Institute/ICLC conference on Feb. 20.

I want to resume the chronology that Debbie Freeman pre-
sented earlier today, picking up on another historic event that very often, wars are long under way before people actually

recognize them. Sometimes, terms like “World War I,”Lyndon LaRouche convened in the aftermath of the Novem-
ber elections. “World War II,” and certainly the “Thirty Years’ War,” are

historical terms, that are used by historians after the fact.On Jan. 12 and 13, as Helga mentioned yesterday in her
opening keynote remarks, Lyn gathered with a group of about Certainly, in 1618, nobody wrote a newspaper article declar-

ing that the Thirty Years’ War had just begun. I mean, who70 leading international figures, from all over Eurasia, Africa,
representatives from North America, to discuss the present could have known it would last for 30 years, until after it

ended?strategic situation. And there were two aspects of what Lyn
put on the table at the meeting: So, I think it’s fair to say, that we are at least a full decade

into a period of global, perpetual war. I’m not going to put aNumber one, he identified very clearly, the character of
the situation that we are in right now. Lyn had said, during predictive number on how many years it’s going to last. But

the more important thing to recognize is, that it’s alreadythe Presidential campaign—both during his own campaign
for the Democratic nomination, and then afterwards during happening. Will historians 100 years from now look back,

and say, that the war began in 1991 with the Bush Seniorhis campaign in support of John Kerry and John Edwards—
that he was backing Kerry and Edwards, because the alterna- invasion of Iraq? I don’t know. Or, will they say that the war

began in 1994, in the Great Lakes region of Africa, with thetive was unthinkable. And he furthermore said, that if Bush
and Cheney were to be re-elected, that there would be more genocide that began there as the result of the assassinations

of the Presidents of Rwanda and Burundi? Could be that.wars. And he specifically talked about the targetting of Iran,
Syria, and North Korea. But the point to understand, is that we already are in that

kind of a war period. And what Lyn presented in Berlin, asWell, here we are about 30 days or less into the second
Bush Administration, and what are we looking at? With the the urgent need for a new Treaty of Westphalia, based on even

more fundamental and universal principles than the originalassassination of former Prime Minister Hariri of Lebanon, the
issue of Syria, which was always identified by Cheney and Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, is certainly one absolutely criti-

cal bedrock of the solution. He talked about the obvious need,the neo-cons in the Administration as the next war-target after
Iraq, is fully back on the table. And on the morning of the to be prepared now, for the convening of a New Bretton

Woods conference, knowing full well that most governmentsInauguration, Dick Cheney had gone on national television,
choosing the Don Imus muscular morning news show on around the world are thoroughly unprepared for such an

event—even though the situation right now, is that we are,MSNBC as his venue, to declare that the world had two
choices: Either the United States would take out Iran, or Israel perhaps, hours or days or weeks away from the final disinte-

gration of the post-Bretton Woods system.would do it, and then the rest of us would be forced to put the
pieces together and pick up the mess. It’s not even a big secret any more. People like Bob Rubin,

at the forum that preceded the G7 meeting in London justSo, everything that Lyn said about the nature of this ad-
ministration is absolutely right. a few weeks ago, openly talked about it. It was discussed

frequently, in both public sessions and behind closed doors atIn fact, if you think about Helga’s discussion yesterday,
about the Thirty Years’ War, and Schiller’s work in studying Davos. C. Fred Bergsten, not exactly one of our most favored

figures within the financial establishment, told the truth, whenthe character of the Thirty Years’ War, both in its actual his-
tory and in its presentation as Classical drama in the Wal- he said, “It’s no longer $2.1 billion a day in net inflows into

the U.S. stock and bond market that’s required to prevent alenstein Trilogy, one thing that struck me very clearly, is that
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precipitous crash of the dollar. It’s now up to $5 billion a Administration was soon to be reinaugurated for a second
term.day.” And the government of China, through the official rep-

resentatives at Davos, made it clear, they’re not going to con- There was a mindset in the room, and clearly reflecting a
larger thinking among leading governments around the world,tinue to throw good money after bad, for the sake of propping

up the dollar. that the best thing to do, is essentially organize defensively
against the worst disasters to come out of Washington—andWe are at the point, right now, where the entire global

financial situation, the entire post-Bretton Woods system, is pray that the world survives the next four years. Completely
unacceptable.about to blow. And at any moment, we’re going to be facing

the reality that there must be the convening of the kind of Understandable, but at the same time, completely
unacceptable.New Bretton Woods conference that Lyndon LaRouche has

called for—not the kind that’s been called for by George You get the notion of a current unfolding world-historic
tragedy in process, by that kind of thinking. Even though, asSoros, or Paul Volcker, or any of these kind of characters.
I say, one could perfectly justify why, looking from outside
the United States at the internal political situation in theFlawed Assessments of the U.S.A.

From Abroad United States, one could draw those conclusions. “Let’s dig
deep trenches. Let’s say a lot of prayers. And hope we makeSo, Lyn put those issues on the table, and discussed very

clearly the character of the strategic situation. And he was it through four years, and we get something better in Washing-
ton after that.”also very blunt with people. He said, these crises that face

every nation of the world, cannot and will not be successfully Lyn wanted to take that on. Lyn understood that part of
his mission, was to make sure that there was a different kind ofsolved, unless the United States plays an active and positive

role in devising and leading the solutions. understanding, of the internal political situation in the United
States, centered around his own role and the role of our move-And he went through a fairly blunt assessment of the

weaknesses of the governments of Western Europe, despite ment, including particularly our youth movement, so that peo-
ple would be able to understand that there are different flanksthe fact that a number of leading political figures are doing

some very useful things. He talked about the limitations of and different opportunities on the table.
At one point, Gen. [Vinod] Saighal, from India, made aChina, of Russia; and talked about the unique historical char-

acteristics of the United States, that made the U.S. unique in presentation in which he talked about a number of things. He
talked about the fact that we were moving into a period ofthis crisis.

Now, I was privileged to be at the Berlin conference. I “discontinuity,” in which the rules operating at this moment
are not going to operate for very much longer.1 He also saidtravelled over with one of our collaborators here in the United

States, in Washington. And it was very clear to me, that while that he thought there was a limit on what could be expected
out of the Russia-China-India alliance, because, he said, hevirtually nobody in the room disagreed with the fundamental

principles that Lyn laid out—certainly nobody had any basic knew that there were factions in the governments of each
of those countries who would be more oriented towards thedisagreements with Lyn’s diagnosis of the strategic crisis—

the point where there was an enormous amount of skepticism, bilateral relationship with the United States, and toward pro-
pitiating the Bush-Cheney Administration. And therefore,was the situation in the United States. People recognized,

yes, there was a unique history to this country, and that the that this would be an impediment to the kind of strategic
partnership for Eurasian development that Lyn has beenAmerican Constitution and the American republican tradition

of government was something that was absolutely an histori- working on there.
cal precedent. But, most people in the room had very serious
reservations that there was very much of that legacy left in ‘Discontinuity’—or Opportunity

Now, Lyn responded to that: He saw in the commentsthe United States of George Bush and Dick Cheney.
And so, one of the big things that occurred at that confer- of General Saighal and the development of this idea of a

discontinuity, an opportunity to intervene into the meeting,ence, was a very intensive dialogue on exactly that question.
We have some friends who were there, who have the gift and present a different approach to looking at the same set of

conditions. Lyn said in his comment shortly after Generalof enough old age and wisdom, that under these kinds of
circumstances they didn’t feel the need to just remain silent Saighal, and directly in response to him, “We have before us,

in my view, we have a very short fuse, a very short opportu-when they had a disagreement. And almost immediately after
Lyn spoke, Professor Menshikov made it very clear that he nity, in which to move to save civilization. We have people

in the United States, enough of them, who could form a gov-thinks that the major mission of the rest of the nations of the
world, particularly the countries who have leading representa- ernment, who could, in fact, be called in to do the job of

government. We could deal with the problem. The questiontives gathered there in Berlin, was to figure out how to orga-
nize a series of defensive agreements to fend off the worst
disasters that might be brought about by the fact that the Bush 1. See EIR, Feb. 11, 2005.
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than writing off the United States and assum-
ing that what’s consumed on Fox News, or
CNN, is somehow or other an accurate por-
trayal of the political situation inside the
United States, people are beginning to see that
Lyn’s characterization of the situation inside
the United States is right, and it means that
there can be a different mode of thinking, a
different set of potentially critical flanks
opened up for collaboration—transatlantic,
global collaboration—to exploit the vulnera-
bilities and weaknesses of the Bush-Cheney
team in the United States.

There’s apparently some talk about mem-
bers of Parliament in Germany, from different
parties, seeking partnership with members of
Congress—House and Senate, in the United
States, both Democrats and Republicans—to
launch certain international flanks in opposi-

Lyndon LaRouche greets a guest from India, Dr. M.K. Saini, at the Berlin seminar tion to a confrontation with Iran, or this now,
on Jan. 12. He emphasized to the international participants that the situation in the apparently even more pressing and immediate
United States is not as hopeless as they think—because he and his movement are an potential for some kind of confrontation with
increasingly influential force in countering Bush-Cheney fascism.

Syria.
It’s a shift. It’s not a dramatic shift, but

it’s characteristic of one of the things that
Lyn set out to accomplish in the Berlin meeting, havingis, in my view, are we going to be able to do it? Because, if

we fail, if we, in the United States, do not do what I’m deter- been achieved. I would really urge everybody to read in the
pages of EIR, basically every issue beginning with the Jan.mined we shall do, I guarantee you a Dark Age for all the

entire planet.” 28 issue up through the current issue has contained excerpts,
partial transcripts, of the Berlin conference. And I think it’sAnd then, he continued. Lyn said, “You’re right about the

discontinuity. We’re sitting as of now, in the weeks before very critical for people to read it, and get a certain sense of
the impact of Lyn and Helga’s intervention in this audienceus, we’re sitting on the edge of a discontinuity. And in this

discontinuity, will be decided—it could have been decided of people who are, indeed, critical policy-shapers in their
governments around the world. There are many things thatthis past week—but when people stood up in the Congress

and said, ‘We do not support the certification for Bush in the can be done, that can greatly enhance what we’re doing,
here in the United States. And the starting point is thatvote for Ohio,’ that was a turning point in the politics of the

United States.” people around the world understand the actual dynamic of
the political process in the United States, to introduce levelsAnd then Lyn presented his own assessment, of what they

could expect over the next couple of weeks. He said, “Now, of freedom into their own activities, to supplement what
we’re doing here.the fight will be on two things. The Gonzales issue, the ques-

tion of Abu Ghraib, that’s important. It’s not decisive. The And, of course, the events that Lyn forecasted in his com-
ments to General Saighal and those other people gathered inSocial Security question is decisive. If we lose the Social

Security question, if that goes through, then we’ve lost. And Berlin, are exactly what happened in the days immediately
following that conference. The Gonzales vote in the Senate,if we’ve lost, the world’s going into a Dark Age. If we win

the Social Security issue, then Bush is a lame-duck and the following intensive days of debate, proved to be a significant
signal that the Democratic Party—all factions—were pre-government will now fall back into the hands of the Congress,

through a combination of Republicans and Democrats. Under pared to unite around this idea of not giving an inch to Bush
and Cheney. The Social Security fight, as Debbie has alreadythose conditions we have a chance.

“So, I say, I am a revolutionary. You’re right, there is a documented, has clearly developed in that direction.
discontinuity, but there is also a revolutionary opportunity.”

Now, I was very happy to hear, yesterday, in the course Build a Bipartisan Coalition
So, we’re dealing here with an opportunity. There’s noof the daily report from Wiesbaden, the morning tape, that

one of the people who attended that Berlin conference has guarantee in the situation. But the opportunity is essentially
there. The Bush Administration, contrary to what manyindicated that Lyn’s message has registered, and that, rather
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frightened people inside the Beltway hoped and prayed for What Makes the United States Unique?
Now, what’s unique about the United States and our Con-after Nov. 2, is not a kinder and gentler version of the first

four years of Bush-Cheney. Just look at the actions that have stitution? Our Founding Fathers, in their great wisdom, under-
stood the unique character of human beings, that each andcome up in stunning speed since then: the attempt to steal the

entire Social Security Trust Fund, which, during his cam- every human being is created in the living image of God as a
cognitive human being, as a cognitive being with certainpaign, Bush lied and said he had no intention of doing; the

acceleration, immediately, of the confrontation against Iran, unique and inalienable rights, as they were spelled out in the
Declaration of Independence and the Preamble to the Consti-against Syria.

But the problem that Bush-Cheney and company are fac- tution. The idea that each and every individual is guaranteed
“the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” Anding, is that they are in a crash confrontation with reality itself.

And to the extent that we do our job, Lyn’s leadership in the concept of happiness, does not mean the right to rub your-
self in chocolate syrup. It was a concept that was thoroughlyconcert with reality will bring these guys down very fast.

Now, what happens if we succeed, as we have every inten- developed by Leibniz and was fully understood by the Found-
ing Fathers: as creating the circumstances to allow every indi-tion of succeeding, in bringing the Bush Administration down

on this Social Security issue? Well, number one, doing that vidual human being, currently living and future generations,
to fully exploit their God-given capacities for creative dis-will mean that we have successfully organized the precondi-

tions for effective bipartisan cooperation within the Congress. covery.
At the same time, the Founding Fathers also recognizedBecause there are many Republicans, who view the Bush

White House, and they say, “Well, Bush is not running for re- that human beings do have the capacity to fall short of that
potential. The potential is not a guarantee, as we’ve see withelection. Cheney’s not going to run for President. But, for

every member of the House of Representatives and one-third many people, that choose not to live up to their full potential as
human beings. So, in the Constitution, the Founding Fathersof the U.S. Senate, elections are coming up right around the

corner.” With these multi-multi-million-dollar campaign created checks and balances. They didn’t want Jacobin terror-
ism; and they didn’t want a President of the United Statesbudget requirements, members of Congress, especially the

House, spend virtually all their time campaigning. becoming the equivalent of an absolute monarch.
So, in the Constitution, the very first section after theWhy do you think it is (the youth movement knows this

very well), Congressmen arrive Monday night or Tuesday Preamble, which sets out the general mission of government,
takes up the responsibilities of Congress. Because the Presi-morning back in Washington, to race through three days of

complete, manic activity up on The Hill, and most of them dency, the Executive branch, is given an enormous amount
of power, particularly during periods of crisis. The drafters ofleave by Thursday afternoon to get back to their districts?

There’s a lot of Republicans out there who recognize that it’s the Constitution put the role of the Legislative branch first, to
make it clear that there are checks and balances on excessivenot necessarily in their immediate best interest, for purely

opportunistic reasons, to go along with Bush on this Social Presidential power.
And now we have a psychopath and a sociopath manningSecurity privatization, knowing that they stand a damned

good chance of being defeated for re-election in 2006 if they the Executive branch, committed to the idea that the President
should be something between an absolute monarch and ango along with that.

This one Congresswoman from Florida is sort of the infallible Pope.
So, there are enormous responsibilities that go to the Leg-poster-child of this situation. First, she discovered that AARP

or some organization had done these robo-calls (not to be islative branch. There are responsibilities that go the Supreme
Court, to the Judicial branch. And it’s interesting, to me, thatconfused with one of Arnold Schwarzenegger’s movies,

“Robo-Cop” or something)—robo-calls to everybody in her even though we have perhaps one of the most hideous combi-
nations of individuals currently sitting on the Supremedistrict saying that she supported Social Security privatiza-

tion. She completely freaked out, and put a large-character Court—Scalia, Rehnquist, Thomas, in particular—when the
Presidency asserted that there were certain categories ofposter on the home page of her website, “I Do Not Support

Privatization.” She felt the heat and responded. And when American citizens who were outside of the jurisdiction of the
courts, who could be called “enemy combatants” and arrestedBush came down to see her last week, she came out of a

little pressure session with Bush, and told the press, “The and shipped down to Guantanamo Bay; and held without
charges, and without the right to lawyers, and without thePresident’s not happy with me, because I told him I can’t

drink that Kool-Aid.” right to due process before the courts, even this wacky Su-
preme Court issued a series of rulings, some of which wereAnd we’re going to make life particularly miserable for

people like Rick Santorum, who’s been delegated by Bush to unanimous, striking down elements of the Patriot Act, and
striking down this idea of this category of American citizensbe the point-man for the Social Security fight in the Senate.

Santorum is up for re-election in 2006. So this is a perfect as “enemy combatants.” So, as an institution, evening this
bunch of dubious Supreme Court judges responded to theopportunity for us.
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excesses of Presidential power. episode on national television. And the thing that triggered it,
interestingly, was when Kerry made a favorable reference toAnd we’re in a situation right now, where a victory on the

Social Security issue, which I’m extremely confident—as we George W. Bush’s father. It kicked off the Oedipal complex
in Georgie. And unfortunately, what happened at that mo-all are—can be achieved in the very next days and weeks

ahead, opens up the opportunities for the Congress, as Lyn ment, is, that faced with a psychotic—Kerry backed down.
You may remember in the interview with Dr. Justin Frank,said in Berlin, to become a centerpiece of power.

Now, we’ve got to bring this Administration down, and that we published in January in EIR, he commented on that.
He said, right there, at that moment, the outcome of the Presi-there’s a lot of different ways that that can happen. And I

don’t think we should fixate on any particular one of them. dential elections was on the table. Had Kerry pressed the
issue, had Kerry done what Lyn said repeatedly had to beFor one thing, if we do our job right, win the Social Security

fight, and continue the process that Lyn has been leading, of done—the way you win this campaign, is you tell the truth:
“This guy is a psychotic!” and you drive that point home.bringing the Democratic Party back to the legacy of Franklin

Delano Roosevelt, then under those circumstances the Demo- You don’t dally around about this or that issue, and differing
opinions. You drive this man crazy!crats are going to sweep control over both Houses of the

Congress in November 2006. And at that point, the first order The reason we have a 25th Amendment to the Constitu-
tion, is because it was recognized that we needed to have anof business, is going to be impeachment.

Now, the history of the last 30 years of Presidential orderly process for dealing with the eventuality of a President
becoming either physically or mentally incapable of serving.politics, has been that every time a President has been elected

for a second term, bad things have happened. Nixon got And that’s the moment we’re at now.
So, the other aspect of this campaign, this Social SecurityWatergated, and of course, a very useful precedent was set

there, because the Vice President went first. Ronald Reagan flank, is, we’re going to drive these guys nuts. Now, people
know that when you’re dealing with a psychotic, as we are inhad to deal with the Iran-Contra scandals. People were in-

dicted and prosecuted, and a few went to jail—most people the case of George Bush, and a sociopath, as in the case of
Dick Cheney, there is a temptation to propitiate, for people towere pardoned by Bush “41” when he came into office. And

of course, from the instant that Bill Clinton entered office, be frightened; and to not want to stare someone in the middle
of a psychotic state, right in the face. Well, in the politicalfor reasons unrelated to Monica Lewinsky, there was a tar-

getting of Bill Clinton, and eventually Clinton was Water- realm, there are a lot of people out there who are scared to
do that.gated.

But, if you compile the crimes, real and alleged, of the But we’re not. And what we do, in the immediate days
and weeks ahead, to Bush, to Cheney, to Schwarzenegger, isNixon Presidency, the Reagan Presidency, and the Clinton

Presidency, and stacked them all up, it’s nothing—it’s noth- going to be politically decisive. We’re at a moment, right now,
where we can, in fact, bring these guys down, by relentlesslying—compared to the bill of indictment that’s awaiting Bush

and Cheney—for crimes that go far beyond issues of personal pursuing them. Social Security is a key issue, because it repre-
sents a strategic flank for bringing the administration down.indiscretion; or Nixon’s paranoid obsessions with cheating

to win. And there’s an increasing number of people inside the Demo-
cratic Party who are coming around to Lyn’s point of view,These are crimes against humanity, the kinds of crimes

that will be tried at a future Nuremberg Tribunal. Now, there’s and who understand that Social Security, as important an issue
as it is in and of itself, is also an issue that has a broaderno reason to presume that these events have to wait until

2006. There are many other things that can happen. There are meaning, because it brings Bush down.
And we’ve got to do this: Because, at some point in thecriminal investigations under way. A bipartisan combination

in the Congress can bring these guys down. We have the very near future, we’re going to be facing the urgent require-
ment to convene a meeting of heads of state and leading gov-experience in 1968, when Lyndon Johnson was enmired in

the Vietnam War, when a group of senior figures from the ernment officials, to put this post-Bretton Woods, floating-
exchange-rate, bankrupt system out of its misery. And topolitical establishment, principally Democrats, went to John-

son and said, “Throw in the towel. You’re out of here, because move on from there, on the basis of the kind of bankruptcy
reorganization that Lyn uniquely understands can and mustthe country and the world can’t afford a continuation of what’s

going on.” And Johnson was, of course, a far greater President be done, to put the world back together, and to launch the kind
of 50-year process of ending poverty, and transforming thethan the psycho-sociopath combination we’ve got in the

White House right now. nature of science as we know it.
So, this is the mission. And by the efforts of those of usNow there was a critical moment during the debates, that

I think goes to another aspect of the flanks that are available here in this room, those gathered in the West Coast, and those
all around the country and around the world, who are lookingto us. At a certain point, in the first nationally televised Presi-

dential debate between Kerry and Bush, there was a moment to Lyndon LaRouche for leadership in this fight, this is our
moment.where Kerry had absolutely caused Bush to have a psychotic
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